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Abstra t
In this paper we study the approximability of boolean
onstraint satisfa tion problems. A problem in this lass
onsists of some olle tion of \ onstraints" (i.e., fun tions f : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1g); an instan e of a problem
is a set of onstraints applied to spe i ed subsets of n
boolean variables. S haefer earlier studied the question
of whether one ould nd in polynomial time a setting of
the variables satisfying all onstraints; he showed that
every su h problem is either in P or is NP- omplete.
We onsider optimization variants of these problems
in whi h one either tries to maximize the number of
satis ed onstraints (as in MAX 3SAT or MAX CUT)
or tries to nd an assignment satisfying all onstraints
whi h maximizes the number of variables set to 1 (as in
MAX CUT or MAX CLIQUE). We ompletely lassify
the approximability of all su h problems. In the rst
ase, we show that any su h optimization problem is
either in P or is MAX SNP-hard. In the se ond ase,
we show that su h problems fall pre isely into one of
ve lasses, assuming P 6= NP: solvable in polynomialtime, approximable to within onstant fa tors in polynomial time (but no better), approximable to within
polynomial fa tors in polynomial time (but no better),
not approximable to within any fa tor but de idable
in polynomial time, and not de idable in polynomial
time. This result proves formally for this lass of problems two results whi h to this point have only been empiri al observations; namely, that NP-hard problems in
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MAX SNP always turn out to be MAX SNP-hard, and
that there seem to be no natural maximization problems
approximable to within polylogarithmi fa tors but no
better.
1 Introdu tion
In this paper, we study the approximability of optimization versions of boolean onstraint satisfa tion
problems (CSPs). A boolean CSP onsists of a olle tion F of boolean fun tions f : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1g alled
onstraints. An instan e of su h a problem is a set of
\ onstraint appli ations". Ea h appli ation is a onstraint drawn from F and applied to a spe i ed subset
of n boolean variables.
The de ision version of a boolean onstraint satisfa tion problem asks whether there is an assignment to the
variables su h that all onstraint appli ations are satised (that is, for ea h appli ation the spe i ed boolean
fun tion evaluates to 1 on the given subset of variables).
For a olle tion of onstraints F , we all this problem SAT(F ). Thus, for example, 3SAT is a de ision
version of boolean CSP with the onstraint fun tions
f1 (x; y; z ) = x _ y _ z , f2 (x; y; z ) = x _ y _ z , and so
on. S haefer [17℄ studied the de ision version of these
problems and proved a remarkable result: for every su h
problem, either it is in P or it is NP- omplete. This dihotomy is espe ially interesting in light of Ladner's theorem [12℄, whi h states that if P6=NP, then there exist
in nitely many problems of omplexity between P and
NP- omplete. Thus although problems SAT(F ) ould
in prin iple display a wide range of omplexity, they in
fa t fall into distin t and quite separate lasses (assuming P6=NP). An additional property of S haefer's result
is that his hara terization of the problems in P is ompa t. He gives six lasses of fun tions, and if all fun tions in F fall entirely within any one of these lasses,
then SAT(F ) is in P, otherwise it is NP- omplete.
In this paper, we onsider two di erent maximization
versions of SAT(F ) and ompletely lassify the approximability of all su h problems. In so doing, we nd that
these optimization problems also fall into distin t and
separate lasses, bypassing the many intermediate levels of approximability whi h are possible in prin iple.
As we des ribe later, this lassi ation proves formally

for these problems some results whi h to this point
have only been empiri al observations. Furthermore,
our lassi ation of the problems also has a ompa t
des ription. For both types of maximization versions of
SAT(F ), we re ne S haefer's lasses, and the level of approximability of a problem for a given F is determined
by whi h of these lasses ontain F .
In the rst maximization version of SAT(F ) that we
onsider, for ea h instan e of a problem we are also given
a nonnegative weight wi for ea h onstraint appli ation
i, and we must try to nd an assignment to the variables
whi h maximizes the weight of the satis ed onstraint
appli ations. For any set of onstraints F , we all
this asso iated maximization problem MAX CSP(F ),
and we all the lass of all su h problems MAX CSP.
It follows almost immediately from its de nition that
MAX CSP is ontained in the well-studied lass MAX
SNP. Conversely, it also ontains many of its omplete
problems. For example, MAX 3SAT and MAX CUT
an be ast as MAX CSP(F ) problems. We show that
ea h problem MAX CSP(F ) is either solvable exa tly
in polynomial time or is MAX SNP-hard. Thus there
is no problem in this lass whi h has an approximation
s heme but is not solvable in polynomial time. This result has been obtained independently by Creignou [4℄;
however our result is stronger in ertain te hni al senses
whi h we dis uss later.
In the se ond maximization version of SAT(F ) that
we onsider, for ea h instan e of the problem we are also
given a nonnegative weight wi for ea h boolean variable,
and we must try to nd a boolean assignment of maximum weight that satis es all onstraint appli ations.
For any set of onstraints F , we all this asso iated maximization problem MAX ONE(F ); for example, MAX
CUT and MAX CLIQUE an be ast as MAX ONE(F )
problems. We show that ea h problem MAX ONE(F )
must fall into one of ve lasses, assuming P 6= NP: rst,
it is solvable exa tly in polynomial time; se ond, it an
be approximated to within some onstant fa tor but no
better; third, it an be approximated to within some fa tor that is polynomial in the number of variables, but
no better; fourth, it is NP- omplete to nd a satisfying
assignment of non-zero value; fth, it is NP- omplete to
nd any satisfying assignment.
The entral idea of our proofs is a new on ept we
all an implementation. Given a set of onstraints F ,
we show that if F has ertain properties, then it an be
used to enfor e other onstraint fun tions f . We show
that under suitable onditions, implementations an be
omposed, so that the onstraints of F an be used to
implement the onstraints of other problems (su h as
MAX CUT or MAX CLIQUE) whose approximability
is well known. The entral diÆ ulty of the proofs is
showing that this an be done in an exhaustive way
for all possible sets of onstraints F . Our de nition of

an implementation here is inspired by the notion of a
gadget in Bellare et al. [3℄ and we unify their many de nitions (they have di erent de nitions for every f and F
that they onsider) into a single one. Our de nition has
in turn been used by Trevisan et al. [18℄ to derive improved hardness of approximation results and improved
approximation algorithms.
Our results prove formally for these lasses of problems some results about approximability whi h to this
point have only been empiri al observations. For example, the study of MAX SNP has revealed so far that
every NP-hard MAX SNP problem is also hard to approximate to within some onstant fa tor. Our result on
MAX CSP serves as a formal basis for this empiri al observation. Similarly, in the sear h for polynomial-time
approximation algorithms, optimization problems so far
either have exa t algorithms, or approximation s hemes,
or onstant or (poly)logarithmi or polynomial approximation algorithms { but this list is virtually exhaustive.
There have been no \natural" problems that are approximable to within intermediate fa tors, su h as 2log n or
log log n and no better. In addition, for many natural
optimization problems the best known approximation
algorithm guarantees logarithmi fa tor approximability, and yet none of them is a maximization problem.
On e again, our results show that these observations
are not simply due to a la k of knowledge, but have
some formal basis.
One of the original motivations for this work was to
nd some simple rules whi h hara terize the approximability of any given optimization problem. However
the very general question, \Given an optimization problem, determine its approximability" is unde idable by
Ri e's Theorem ( f. [15℄, page 62)1 . Hen e we turned
to restri ted lasses of uniformly presented optimization
problems and this allowed us to a hieve our goal. A natural next step in this resear h agenda is to broaden the
lasses of problems overed by this approa h. Khanna
et al. [11℄ have already extended this line of resear h
to minimization problems, obtaining a omplete lassiation for MIN CSP and MIN ONES. Perhaps one of
the most interesting dire tions to extend this work is to
study the approximability of these problems over a nonboolean domain. To begin with, a study over a domain
of size 3 itself seems to require new te hniques. In an elegant paper, Feder and Vardi [5℄ highlight many inherent
problems in obtaining an analog of S haefer's result over
non-boolean domains. Other possible resear h dire tions in lude: (1) extending the fun tion families that
are studied (to in lude, say, fun tions of bounded range
or fun tions of unbounded arity); (2) pla ing restri tions
1 Here

we are assuming the optimization problem is being pre-

sented by an arbitrary Turing ma hine whi h solves the optimization problem. More detailed study of the de idability of the problem, when the presentation of the optimization problem is more
restri ted is
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arried on in Merkle and the referen es there [14℄.

fun tion : Z + ! Z + with ()  1, an NP maximization problem  is hard to approximate to within a fa tor
of if there exists a polynomial time redu tion f from
SAT to  whi h maps instan es of SAT of length n to
instan es of  of length l(n) and for every n and for any
two instan es 1 , 2 of size n of SAT su h that 1 2 SAT
and 2 62 SAT, OPT(f (1 ))=OPT(f (2 ))  (l(n)).
Thus a problem  is APX-hard if there exists a onstant fun tion  > 1 su h that  is hard to approximate to within  . A problem  is poly-APX-hard if
there exists an  > 0 su h that  is hard to approximate
to within n . A problem is APX- omplete (poly-APXomplete) if it is in APX (poly-APX) and is APX-hard
(poly-APX-hard).
It is usual to de ne ompleteness for approximation
lasses in terms of redu ibility, rather than the hardness
of approximation of the problem. However, Khanna et
al. [9℄ have shown that these two notions are equivalent
provided the right approximation preserving redu tions
are used. We will not go into these de nitions here, and
refer the reader to their paper for details.
We now des ribe the main onstraint lasses that are
identi ed by S haefer's and our results. We say a onstraint f is 0-valid (1-valid) if f (0) = 1 (f (1) = 1). It is
weakly positive (weakly negative) if it an be expressed in
onjun tive normal form, with all the disjun ts having
at most one negated literal (positive literal). A onstraint f is aÆne if it an be expressed as a onjun tion
of linear equalities over GF(2). And, nally, a onstraint
f is 2CNF if it an be expressed in onjun tive normal
form with all disjun ts having at most two literals.
The above six onstraint lasses an now be used
to des ribe S haefer's result. In what follows we use
phrases su h as \F is 0-valid" to imply that \every
fun tion f 2 F is 0-valid". We stress that when we
say something like \F is 0-valid or 1-valid", we mean
that \every fun tion in F is 0-valid or every fun tion in
F is 1-valid".

on the nature of the intera tion between onstraints and
variables (su h as bounding the number of times a variable an appear in a onstraint). One su h restri tion
whi h has been explored by Khanna and Motwani [8℄ is
the ase where the intera tion graph of the onstraint
appli ations and the variables is planar.
Due to spa e limitations, we will fo us our attention on presenting the result for the problems
MAX ONE(F ). In Se tion 2, we present some de nitions and state our main results. We also state the
ways in whi h our result for MAX CSP(F ) strengthens
that of Creignou. Se tion 3 de nes implementations and
states some basi properties of implementations. Se tion 4 outlines the proof of our result for MAX ONE(F ).
Details of omitted results and proofs may be found in
the full version of this paper [10℄.
2 De nitions and Main Results
We begin with some de nitions. A onstraint f is
as de ned above, and a onstraint appli ation is a pair
(f; (i1 ; : : : ; ik )), where the ij 2 [n℄ indi ate to whi h k
of the n boolean variables the onstraint is applied. We
require that ij 6= ij for j 6= j 0 . While the distin tion
between onstraints and onstraint appli ations is important, we will often blur this distin tion in the rest
of this paper. In parti ular we may often let the onstraint appli ation C = (f; (i1 ; : : : ; ik )) refer just to the
onstraint f . In parti ular, we will often use the expression \C 2 F " when we mean \f 2 F , where f is the
rst part of C ".
For a given set of onstraints F , SAT(F ),
MAX CSP(F ), and MAX ONE(F ) are as de ned
above. If for a given instan e of MAX CSP(F )
(MAX ONE(F )) the weights wi = 1 for all i, we
all this an unweighted instan e of MAX CSP(F )
(MAX ONE(F )). An instan e whi h is not unweighted is weighted. We de ne the lass of problems
MAX CSP (MAX ONE) to be the set of all problems in
MAX CSP(F ) (MAX ONE(F )) taken over all possible
sets of onstraints F .
We now need some de nitions from the theory of
approximation algorithms. Given an NPO (NP Optimization) problem  and a fun tion : Z + !
Z + (with ()  1), we say that an algorithm
A is an -approximation algorithm for  if for every instan e I of  of size n, A produ es, in time
polynomial in n, a solution s to I of value in the
range [OPT(I )= (n); (n)OPT(I )℄. We say  is approximable if su h an algorithm exists. We dene APX to be the lass of all NPO problems whi h
have onstant-fa tor approximation algorithms, and
poly-APX to be the lass of NPO problems whi h have
polynomial-fa tor approximation algorithms.
We also need to de ne what it means to be hard to
approximate a problem  to within a fa tor of . For a
0

Theorem 2.1 [S haefer [17℄℄ For any onstraint set F ,

SAT(F ) is either in P or is NP- omplete. Furthermore,
SAT(F ) is in P if and only if F is 0-valid or 1-valid or
weakly positive or weakly negative or aÆne or 2CNF.

We now provide the de nitions required to state our
main lassi ation result for MAX CSP. For starters,
observe that for the approximability of MAX CSP(F )
does not hange by removing (or adding) fun tions from
F whi h are not satis able. Hen e, given a onstraint
set F , we de ne the onstraint set F 0 to be the set of
onstraints f in F whi h are satis able. We also need
to de ne one more lass of onstraints before we an
give our result: we say a onstraint f of arity k is 2monotone if there exist indi es i1; : : : ; ip  f1; : : : ; kg
and j1 ; : : : ; jq  f1; : : : ; kg su h that f (X1 ; : : : ; Xk ) =
(Xi1 ^    ^ Xip ) _ (Xj1 ^    ^ Xjq ).
3

Theorem 2.2 (MAX CSP Classi ation) For every

3 Implementations
We now des ribe the main te hnique used in this paper to obtain hardness of approximation results. Suppose we want to show that for some onstraint set F ,
the problem MAX CSP(F ) is APX-hard. We will start
with a problem that is known to be APX-hard, su h
as MAX CUT, whi h is the same as MAX CSP(fX 
Y g). We will then have to redu e this problem to
MAX CSP(F ). The main te hnique we use to do this is
to \implement" the onstraint X  Y using onstraints
from the onstraint set F . We show how to formalize
this notion next and then show how this translates to
approximation preserving redu tions.
De nition 3.1 [Implementation℄ A olle tion of on-

onstraint set F , the problem MAX CSP(F ) is always
either in P or is APX- omplete. Furthermore, it is in P if
and only if F 0 is 0-valid or 1-valid or 2-monotone.

As stated previously, Theorem 2.2 was independently
dis overed by Creignou [4℄. One fundamental point
of di eren e between our result and hers is that we
do not allow the use of variable repli ation in a onstraint appli ation. This is enfor ed by our de nition
of onstraint appli ation whi h insists that the indi es
i1 ; : : : ; ik must be distin t. Our theorem shows that
this does not ultimately matter, but this is not obvious
a priori. For instan e, a problem whose approximability has often been studied is the MAX EXACT kSAT
problem: Given a olle tion of lauses of length exa tly
k, satisfy as many as possible. This problem is known
to be approximable to within 1 + 2 k =(1 2 k ). However this problem annot be aptured as a MAX CSP
problem under Creignou's notion of onstraint appli ation. The related problem that she an apture is MAX
kSAT: Given a olle tion of lauses of length at most k,
satisfy as many as possible. The best known approximation for this problem is only slightly smaller than 4=3
[19, 6, 7, 2℄. Thus repli ations do end up altering the
approximability of optimization problems and we take
are to study the approximability of problems without
the use of repli ations.
To give our result for MAX ONE, we need to give two
more lasses of onstraints. We say a onstraint is aÆne
with width 2 if it an be expressed as a onjun tion of
linear equalities over GF(2) with at most two variables
per equality onstraint. A onstraint f is strongly 0valid if it is satis ed by any assignment with less than or
equal to 1 ones. In the theorem below, we use the term
\de idable" to mean that the de ision version SAT(F )
is in P.
Theorem 2.3 (MAX ONE Classi ation) For every
onstraint set F , MAX ONE(F ) is either solvable exa tly
in P or APX- omplete or poly-APX- omplete or de idable

straint appli ations C1 ; : : : ; Cm over a set of variables
X~ = fX1 ; X2 ; :::; Xp g and Y~ = fY1 ; Y2 ; :::; Yq g is alled
~ ) for a positive
an -implementation of a onstraint f (X
integer i the following onditions are satis ed:

(a) no assignment of values to X~ and Y~ an satisfy more
than
onstraints from C1 ; : : : ; Cm .
(b) for any assignment of values to X~ su h that f (X~ ) is
true, there exists an assignment of values to Y~ su h
that pre isely

( ) for any assignment of values to X~ su h that f (X~ ) is
false, no assignment of values to Y~ an satisfy more
than (

isely (

1)

onstraints are satis ed.

A olle tion of m onstraints is a perfe t implementation of f if it is an m-implementation of f . A onstraint
set F (stri tly / perfe tly) implements a onstraint f if
there exists a (stri t / perfe t) -implementation of f using onstraints of F for some < 1. We refer to the
~ as the onstraint variables and the set Y~ as the
set X
auxiliary variables.

A onstraint f 1-implements itself stri tly and perfe tly. While properties (a)-( ) have perhaps been used
impli itly elsewhere, property (d) is more stri t (hen e
the name), but turns out to be riti al in omposing
implementations together. The following lemma shows
that the implementations of onstraints ompose together, if they are stri t or perfe t.
Lemma 3.2 If Ff stri tly (perfe tly) implements a onstraint f , and Fg stri tly (perfe tly) implements a onstraint g 2 Ff , then (Ff n fg g) [ Fg stri tly (perfe tly)

is APX-

3. Else if F is strongly 0-valid or weakly negative or
2CNF then MAX ONE(F ) is poly-APX omplete.

4. Else if F is 0-valid then SAT(F ) is de idable in P but
nding a solution of positive value is NP-hard.

5. Else nding any feasible solution to
is NP-hard.

onstraints.

(d) for any assignment to X~ whi h does not satisfy f ,
there always exists an assignment to Y~ su h that pre-

1. If F is 1-valid or weakly positive or aÆne with width
2, then MAX ONE(F ) is in P.

MAX ONE(F )

1)

An implementation whi h satis es the following additional property is alled a stri t -implementation.

but not approximable to within any fa tor or not de idable.
Furthermore,

2. Else if F is aÆne then
omplete.

onstraints are satis ed,

MAX ONE(F )

implements the onstraint f .

4

Proof: Let C1 ; : : : ; Cm1 be onstraint appli ations
~ Y~ giving an 1 -implementation
from Ff on variables X;
of f with X~ being the onstraint variables. Let
0 be onstraint appli ations from Fg on variC10 ; : : : ; Cm
2
able set X~ 0; Z~ 0 yielding an 2 -implementation of g. Further let the rst onstraints of C1 ; : : : ; Cm1 be appliations of the onstraints g.
We reate a olle tion of m1 + (m2 1) onstraints from (fFf n fgg) [ Fg on a set of variables
~ Y~ ; Z~ 0 1 ; : : : ; Z~ 0 as follows: We in lude the onstraint
X;
~ Y~ and for
appli ations C +1 ; : : : ; Cm1 on variables X;
every onstraint appli ation Cj on variables V~j (whi h
~ Y~ ) we pla e the onis a subset of variables from X;
0
0
straints C1;j ; : : : ; Cm2 ;j on variable set V~j ; Z~ 0 j with Z~ 0 j

stri tness of the 2 implementations). This setting to
Y~ ; Z~ 01 ; : : : ; Z~ 0 satis es 2 +(
)( 2 1)+ 1 =
1 + ( 2 1) of the m onstraints. This yields property
(b). A similar analysis an be used to show property (d).
The following lemma shows a simple monotoni ity
property of implementations (proof omitted).
Lemma 3.3 For integers ; 0 with  0 , if F implements f then F 0 -implements f . Furthermore

stri tness and perfe tness are preserved under this transformation.

The next lemma now shows how to use perfe t
implementations for showing hardness of weighted
MAX ONE problems.

being the auxiliary variables.
We now show that this olle tion of onstraints satisies properties (a)-( ) with = 1 + ( 2 1). Additionally we show that perfe tness and/or stri tness is
preserved. We start with properties (a) and ( ).
Consider any assignment to X~ satisfying f . Then
any assignment to Y~ satis es at most 1 onstraints
from the set C1 ; : : : ; Cm1 . Let of these be from the
set C1 ; : : : ; C . Now for every j 2 f1; : : : ; g any assignment to Z~ 0 j satis es at most 2 of the onstraints
0 ;j . Furthermore if the onstraint Cj was
C10 ;j ; : : : ; Cm
2
~ Y~ , then at most
not satis ed by the assignment to X;
2 1 onstraints are satis ed. Thus the total number of onstraints satis ed by any assignment is at most
( 2 )+( )( 2 1)+( 1 ) = 1 + ( 2 1). This
yields property (a). Property ( ) is a hieved similarly.
We now show that if the 1 - and 2 -implementations
are perfe t we get property (b) with perfe tness. In this
ase for any assignment to X~ satisfying f , there exists an
assignment to Y~ satisfying C1 ; : : : ; Cm1 . Furthermore
for every j 2 f1; : : : ; g, there exists an assignments to
0 ;j . Thus
Z~ 0 j satisfying all the onstraints C10 ;j ; : : : ; Cm
2
~ Y~ ; Z~ 0 1 ; : : : ; Z~ 0 satisfythere exists an assignment to X;
ing all m1 + (m2 1) onstraints. This yields property
(b) with perfe tness.
We now onsider the ase when the 1 - and 2 implementations satisfy property (d) and show that in
this ase also the olle tion of onstraints above satises property (b). Given an assignment to X~ satisfying f
there exists an assignment to Y~ satisfying 1 onstraints
from C1 ; : : : ; Cm1 . Say this assigment satis ed lauses
from the set C1 ; : : : ; C and 1
onstraints from
the set C +1 ; : : : ; Cm1 . Then for every j 2 f1; : : : ; g
su h that the lauses Cj is satis ed by this assignment
~ Y~ , there exists an assignment to Z~ 0 j satisfying
to X;
0 ;j . Furthermore,
2 lauses from the set C10 ;j ; : : : ; Cm
2
for the remaining values of j 2 f1; : : : ; g there exists
an assignment to the variables Z~ 0 j satisfying 2 1 of
the onstraints C10 ;j ; : : : ; Cm0 2 ;j (here we are using the

F1 ; F2 , su h that
the weighted MAX ONE(F2 ) problem has a (n)approximation algorithm and every onstraint f 2 F1
an be perfe tly implemented by the onstraint set F2 ,
then there exist onstants ; d su h that the weighted
MAX ONE(F1 ) problem has a ( nd )-approximation algorithm.

Lemma 3.4 Given onstraint sets

Proof: Let l = jF1 j and k be the maximum arity of
any onstraint f 2 F1 . Let K be the largest number of
auxiliary variables used in perfe tly implementing any
onstraint f 2 F1 by F2 . Noti e that K is a nite
onstant for any xed F1 , F2 .
Given an instan e I of MAX ONE(F1 ) with m onstraints C1 ; : : : ; Cm on n variables X1 ; : : : ; Xn , with
n real non-negative weights w1 ; : : : ; wn , we reate an
instan e I 0 of MAX ONE(F2 ) as follows: I 0 has the
variables X1 ;j: :m;K
: ; Xn of I and in addition \auxiliary"
variables fYi gi=1;j=1 . The weights orresponding to
X1 ; : : : ; Xn is w1 ; : : : ; wn (same as in I ) and the auxiliary variables Yij have weight zero. The onstraints of I 0
perfe tly implement the onstraints of I . In parti ular
the onstraint fi (Xi1 ; : : : ; Xik ) of I is implemented by
a olle tion of onstraints from F2 (as di tated by the
perfe t implementation of fi by F2 ) on the variables
(Xi1 ; : : : ; Xik ; Yi1 ; : : : ; YiK ).
By the de nition of perfe t implementations, it is
lear that the every feasible solution to I an be extended (by some assignment to the Y variables) into a
feasible solution to I 0 . Alternately, every solution to
I 0 immediately proje ts on to a solution of I . Furthermore, the value of the obje tive fun tion is exa tly the
same (by our hoi e of weights). Thus a -approximate
solution to I 0 gives a -approximate solution to I .
It remains to study this approximation as a fun tion of the instan e size. Observe that the instan e
size of I 0 is mu h larger. Let N denote the number of variables in I 0 . Then N is upper bounded
by Km + n, where m is the number of onstraints
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in I . But m, in turn, is at most lnk . Thus
N  (K + 1)lnk , implying that an (N )-approximate
solution to I 0 , gives an ((K + 1)lnk )-approximate
solution to I . Thus an (N )-approximation algorithm for the weighted MAX ONE(F2 ) problem
yields an ( nd )-approximation for the weighted
MAX ONE(F1 )-problem, for = (K +1)l and d = k.

Lemma 4.2 For every strongly de idable onstraint
set F , for every  of the form 1=l for some positive integer l and for every non-de reasing fun tion
: Z + ! Z + , -approximating the weighted
MAX ONE(F ) problem redu es to 0 -approximating the
(unweighted)
MAX ONE(F ) problem, where 0 (n) =
(pn) .
(1+)

Corollary 3.5 If weighted MAX ONE(F1 ) is APX-hard

Proof Sket h: The basi idea of the proof is that
we an repli ate variables many times (in proportion
to its weight) and then for every repli ated opy of a
variable, we pla e all the onstraints that were pla ed on
the original opy of the variable. If the original weights
are polynomially bounded then the new instan e still
has polynomial size.
The only issue to be taken are of is that the
weights of the original instan e need not be polynomially bounded. To take are of this, we rst nd the
largest weight element whi h is set to 1 in some satisfying assignment. Here we use the strong de idability
of the family F to nd this element. Having done so,
we an essentially ignore elements of larger weight and
also a ord to round up the weight of all smaller elements to integral multiples of =n times the weight of
this element. This only in reases the ontribution of
any assignment by a fa tor of (1 + ). After this transformation, we are redu ed to the polynomially bounded
ase as desired.
The ability to work with weighted problems in ombination with Lemma 3.4 allows us to use existential
quanti ation over auxiliary variables and the notion of
perfe t implementations of onstraints.
As our examination will eventually show, there is really no essential di eren e in the approximability of the
weighted and unweighted problems. For now we will
satisfy ourselves by stating this onditionally.

and F2 perfe tly implements every onstraint in F1 ,
then weighted MAX ONE(F2 ) is APX-hard. Similarly, if
weighted MAX ONE(F1 ) is poly-APX-hard and F2 perfe tly implements every onstraint in F1 , then weighted
MAX ONE(F2 ) is poly-APX-hard.

4 The

Classi ation

Theorem

for

MAX ONE

In this se tion, we establish Theorem 2.3. We use the
following shorthand notation for the eight onstraints
lasses of importan e. Let F1 denote the lass of 1-valid
onstraints, F2 the weakly positive onstraints, F3 the
aÆne width-2 onstraints, F4 the aÆne onstraints, F5
the strongly 0-valid onstraints, F6 the weakly negative
onstraints, F7 the 2CNF onstraints and F8 the 0-valid
ones. Theorem 2.3 an be restated as follows. For a onstraint set F if i is the smallest index su h that F  Fi ,
then if i 2 f1; 2; 3g then MAX ONE(F ) 2 P, if i = 4
then MAX ONE(F ) is APX- omplete, if i 2 f5; 6; 7g
then MAX ONE(F ) is poly-APX- omplete, if i = 8
then SAT(F ) is in P but MAX ONE(F ) is not approximable and if no su h i exists then nding any satisfying
assignment for MAX ONE(F ) in NP-hard.
4.1

Preliminaries

In this subse tion, we prove a few preliminary lemmas that we will need in the proof of the theorem, parti ularly in Cases 2 and 3. We rst show that in these
ases, it is essentially equivalent for us to onsider the
weighted or unweighted MAX ONE(F ) problem.
We begin with a slightly stronger de nition of
polynomial-time solvability of SAT(F ) that we will
need. We then show that given this stronger form of
SAT(F ) that insofar as APX-hardness and poly-APXhardness are on erned, the weighted and unweighted
ases of MAX ONE(F ) are equivalent. We on lude
by showing that in Cases 2 and 3 the stronger form of
SAT(F ) holds.

Corollary 4.3 For any strongly de idable onstraint set

F , the MAX ONE(F ) problem is APX-hard if and only if
the weighted MAX ONE(F ) problem is APX-hard. Similarly, the MAX ONE(F ) problem is poly-APX-hard if and
only if the weighted MAX ONE(F ) problem is poly-APXhard.

Before on luding we assert that most problems of
interest to us will be able to use the equivalen e between
weighted and unweighted problems.
Lemma 4.4 If F  Fj for some j
is strongly de idable.

De nition 4.1 We say that a onstraint satisfa tion
problem SAT(F ) is strongly de idable if given m onstraints on n variables X1 ; : : : ; Xn and an index i 2
f1; : : : ; ng, there exists a polynomial time algorithm whi h
de ides if there exists an assignment to X1 ; : : : ; Xn satisfying all m onstraints and additionally satisfying the property Xi = 1.

2 f1; : : : ; 7g, then F

Lastly we des ribe one more tool that omes in useful
in reating redu tions. This is the notion of implementing a property whi h falls short of being an implementation of an a tual onstraint. The target onstraints in
the following de nitions are the onstraints whi h for e
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variables to being onstants (either 0 or 1). However,
sometimes we are unable to a hieve this. So we end
up implementing a weaker form whi h suÆ es for our
appli ations. We next des ribe this property.
De nition 4.5 [Existential Zero (One)℄ A onstraint
set F an implement the existential zero (one) property

solution to he king whether a graph is bipartite, and
then use the bipartition to nd the optimal solution.
Noti e that ea h onstraint orresponds to a onjun tion of onstraints of the form Xi = Xj or Xi 6= Xj .
Create a vertex Xj for ea h variable Xj and for ea h
onstraint Xi 6= Xj , add an edge (Xi ; Xj ). For ea h
onstraint Xi = Xj , identify the verti es Xi and Xj ; if
this reates a self-loop, then learly no feasible assignment is possible. Che k whether the graph is bipartite;
if not, then there is no feasible assignment. If so, then
for ea h onne ted omponent of the graph hoose the
larger weight side of the bipartition, and set the orresponding variables to one.

if there exists a set of m onstraints f1 ; : : : ; fm over n
~ and an index k 2 f1; : : : ; ng su h that the
variables X
following hold:




There exists an assignment Vk+1 ; : : : ; Vn to
Xk+1 ; : : : ; Xn su h that assigning zero (one) to the
rst k variables X1 ; : : : ; Xk satis es all onstraints.

4.2.2 Case 3: The poly-APX-Complete Case

Conversely, every assignment satisfying all the onstraints must make at least one of the variables in
X1 ; : : : ; Xk zero (one).

The proofs of Cases 2 and 3 are mu h more diÆ ult.
For spa e reasons, we omit the proof of Case 2 and onentrate on Case 3. We rst show that the problems in
this ase are in poly-APX.
Lemma 4.9 If F  Fi for some i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g
then MAX ONE(F ) an be approximated to within a fa -

De nition 4.6 Given a onstraint f of arity k and a
set S  f1; : : : ; k g, the onstraint f j(S;0) is a onstraint of arity k jS j given by f j(S;0)(X1 ; : : : ; Xk jS j ) =
f (X1 ; 0; 0; X2; : : : ; Xk jSj ; 0; 0), where the zeroes o ur
in the indi es ontained in S . For a onstraint set F ,
the 0- losure of F , denoted Fj0 is the set of onstraints
ff(S;0)jf 2 F ; S  f1; : : : ; kgg. (1- losure may be de ned
similarly.)

tor of n.

Proof: S haefer's results imply a polynomial-time
algorithm to ompute a feasible solution. If the feasible
solution has at least one 1, we are done. Else, iteratively
try setting every variable to one and omputing a feasible solution. Note that if F is aÆne (or 2CNF), then
the onstraints obtained by restri ting some variable to
be 1 remains aÆne (or resp. 2CNF), and thus this new
lass is still de idable. Lastly, a strongly 0-valid onstraint set remains 0-valid after this restri tion and is
still de idable. If the de ision pro edure gives no nonzero solution, then the optimum is zero, else we output
a solution of value at least 1.
We now turn to showing that this lass of problems
is poly-APX-hard. Our goal will be to perfe tly implement the onstraint X1 +    + X k , for some k  2. The
following lemma shows that this will imply poly-APXhardness.
Lemma 4.10 If f = X 1 +    + Xk , then
MAX ONE(ff g) is poly-APX-hard.
Proof: We do a redu tion from MAX CLIQUE,
whi h is known to be poly-APX-hard [1℄. Given a graph
G, onstru t a MAX ONE(ff g) instan e onsisting of
a variable for every vertex in G and the onstraint f is
applied to every subset of k verti es in G whi h does
not indu e a lique. It may be veri ed that the optimum number of ones in any satisfying assignment to
the instan e reated in this manner is maxfk 1; !(G)g,
where !(G) is the size of the largest lique in G. Given
a solution to the MAX ONE(ff g) instan e with l  k
ones, the set of verti es orresponding to the variables

Noti e that Fj0 essentially implements every onstraint that an be implemented by F [ fF g, ex ept
the onstraint fF g, where F stands for the unary onstraint \false". We de ne Fj1 similarly. Then Fj0;1 =
Fj0 [ Fj1 .
Lemma 4.7 If a onstraint set F an implement the existential zero property, then F perfe tly implements every
onstraint in the onstraint set Fj0 . Similarly, if a onstraint set F an implement the existential one property,
then F perfe tly implements every onstraint in the onstraint set Fj1 .
4.2

Proof of Main Theorem

4.2.1 Cases 1, 4, and 5

We now begin our proof of Theorem 2.3. We start with
the sub- ases that are easier to prove and then move on
to the more diÆ ult sub- ases. Cases 4 and 5 of Theorem 2.3 are indire t and dire t onsequen es of S haefer's theorem, respe tively; we omit their proofs. Case
1 is relatively simple, and we sket h its proof below.
Lemma 4.8 The weighted MAX ONE(F ) problem is in
P if ea h F is 1-valid or is weakly positive or is aÆne with
width 2.

Proof Sket h: The rst two ases are easy and are
hen eforth omitted. In the ase that F is aÆne with
width 2, we redu e the problem of nding a feasible
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(where ea h olumn may a tually be repeated more than
on e). Fixing the above variables to 0's and 1's as shown
in the last row, and using repli ated opies of three variables X; Y and Z (and their negations using XOR), we
get a onstraint h(X; Y; Z ) with the truth-table in Figure 1.

set to one form a lique of size l. If l < k, output any singleton vertex. Thus in all ases we obtain a lique of size
at least l=(k 1) verti es. Thus the existen e of an approximation algorithm for the MAX ONE(ff g) problem implies the existen e of a (k 1) -approximation algorithm to the lique problem. The poly-APX-hardness
of lique now implies the lemma.
The following lemma divides the remainder of the
proof into two ases.
Lemma 4.11 If F  Fi for some i 2 f5; 6; 7g, but
F 6 Fj for any j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g, then either F perfe tly
implements every onstraint in Fj0;1 or F perfe tly implements Fj0 and every onstraint in F is 0-valid.
We show that in the rst ase, we an perfe tly implement X + Y . We will then turn to the ase in whi h
all onstraints are 0-valid and show that we an either
perfe tly implement X1 +    + Xk or an existential one.
If we an implement an existential one, then we are in
the same situation as the rst ase. This will omplete
the proof of poly-APX-hardness.
Re all that we have a onstraint in F that is not
weakly positive and a onstraint that is not aÆne.
Case I : F perfe tly implements every onstraint in
Fj0;1 .

yz
x

fXORg

01

11

10

0

1

B

1

A

1

C

D

0

1

Figure 1: Truth-table of the onstraint h(X; Y; Z )
The undetermined values in the table are indi ated
by the parameters A; B; C and D. The following analysis shows that for every possible value of these parameters, we an indeed perfe tly implement an OR onstraint using the onstants 0 and 1.
A=0
A = 1; B = 0
A; B = 1; C = 0
A; B; C = 1; D = 0
A; B; C; D = 1

Lemma 4.12 If f is not weakly positive, then the onstraint set ff gj0;1 perfe tly implements either XOR or
X + Y .
Proof: Let C = (X1 +    + X p + Y1 +    + Yq ) be a
maxterm in f with more than one negation i.e. p  2.
Substituting a 1 in pla e of variables X3 ; X4 ; : : : ; X p , a
0 in pla e of variables Y1 ; Y2 ; : : : ; Yq , and existentially
quantifying over all variables not in C , we get a onstraint f 0 su h that (X1 + X2 ) is a maxterm in f 0 .
By de nition of maxterm, f 0 must be satis ed whenever X1  X2 = 1. Now if f 0 is also satis ed when
X1 = X2 = 0, we get the onstraint X1 + X2 , else we
get the onstraint XOR(X1 ; X2 ).
Lemma 4.13 The onstraint set
implement the onstraint REP.

00

=)
=)
=)
=)
=)

9 X h(Y; Z ) = Y + Z
h(0; Y; Z ) = Y + Z
h(X; 0; Z ) = X + Z
h(X; Y; 1) = X + Z
h(1; Y; Z ) = Y + Z

Lemma 4.15 The onstraint set fX + Y ; XORg perfe tly implements the onstraint X + Y .

Proof: To perfe tly implement X + Y , we reate
an auxiliary variable X 0 . We now add two onstraints,
namely X 0 + Y , and XOR(X; X 0). Clearly, all onstraints are satis ed only if X + Y is satis ed.

Thus in all ases we are able to implement the onstraint X + Y .
Case II : F an perfe tly implement all onstraints in
Fj0 and all onstraints are 0-valid.
We now show that either we an perfe tly implement
X + Y , or perfe tly implement a 1. If the former o urs,
we are done, and if the latter, we an redu e to the
previous ase.

an perfe tly

Lemma 4.14 Let g be a non-aÆne onstraint. Then
the onstraint set fg; REP; XORgj0;1 an either perfe tly
implement the onstraint (X + Y ) or (X + Y ).
Proof: Sin e g is non-aÆne, we essentially have the
following situation for three satisfying assignments s1 ; s2
and s3 for g.
g()
s1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
s2
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
s3
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
s1  s2  s3 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 X Y Z Z Y X 1

Lemma 4.16 If f is 0-valid and not weakly positive, then
the onstraint set ff gj0 either perfe tly implements X 1 +
   + X k for some k  2 or it perfe tly implements X + Y
or REP.

Proof: Let C = (X1 +    + Xp + Y1 +    + Yq ) be
a maxterm in f with more than one negation i.e. p  2
(su h a maxterm exists sin e f is not weakly positive).
Substituting a 0 in pla e of variables Y1 ; Y2 ; : : : ; Yq , and
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existentially quantifying over all variables not in C , we
get a onstraint g su h that (X1 + X2 +    + Xp ) is a
maxterm in g. Consider an unsatisfying assignment s
for g with the smallest number of 1's and let k denote
the number of 1's in s; we know k > 0 sin e the original
onstraint 0-valid. WLOG assume that s assigns value 1
to the variables X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xk and 0's to the remaining
variables. It is easy to see that by xing the variables
Xk+1 ; Xk+2 ; : : : ; Xp to 0, we get a onstraint g0 = (X1 +
X2 +    + X k ). If k > 1, then this perfe tly implements
the onstraint (X1 +    + X k ) and we are done.
Otherwise k = 1, i.e. there exists an unsatisfying assignment s whi h assigns value 1 to exa tly one of the
Xi 's, say X1 . Now onsider a satisfying assignment s0
whi h assigns 1 to X1 and has a minimum number of
1's among all assignments whi h assign 1 to X1 . The
existen e of su h an assignment easily follows from C
being a maxterm in g. WLOG assume that s0 = 1i 0p i .
Thus the onstraint g looks as follows:
X1 X2 X3 :::Xi Xi+1 :::Xp
0 0 00:::0
00:::0
1 0 00:::0
00:::0
1 1 11:::1
00:::0
:::
00:::0
0 1

shows that in this ase we an either perfe tly implement X + Y or X + Y . If we an do the former, we are
done, and if the latter, we an use X + Y to perfe tly
implement the T onstraint, and redu e to the previous
ase. Hen e in either ase we are nished.
Lemma 4.18 If f is 0-valid onstraint and non-aÆne,
then MAX ONE(ff; REPg) perfe tly implements either
the onstraint (X + Y ) or the onstraint (X + Y ).
Proof: S haefer [17℄ shows that if f is a non-aÆne
onstraint, then there exist two satisfying assignments
s1 and s2 su h that s1  s2 is not a satisfying assignment
for f . Using this fa t and the fa t that f is 0-valid, we
essentially have the following situation:
g()
00:::0 00:::0 00:::0 00:::0
1
s1
00:::0 00:::0 11:::1 11:::1
1
s2
00:::0 11:::1 00:::0 11:::1
1
s1  s2 00:::0 11:::1
11:::1 00:::0
0
00:::0 XX:::X Y Y:::Y ZZ:::Z
Fixing the above variables to 0's as shown in the last
row, and assigning repli ated opies of three variables
X; Y and Z , we get a onstraint h(X; Y; Z ) with the
truth-table in Figure 1. The lemma now follows using
an analysis identi al to the one used in Lemma 4.14.

g()

1
0
1
?
Existential quanti ation over the variables
X3 ; X4 ; : : : ; Xi and xing the variables Xi+1 through
Xp to 0 yields a onstraint g0 whi h is either (X1 + X 2 )
or REP(X1 ; X2 ). The lemma follows.
If we an perfe tly implement X + Y , then the following lemma shows that we an essentially perfe tly
implement a 1, and thus we an redu e to Case I. We
use the onstraint fun tion T (Xi) = Xi to represent
onstraints Xi = 1.
s1
s2
s0 = s3
s4
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